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Abstract. Privacy-respecting reputation systems have been constructed
based on anonymous payment systems to implement raters’ anonymity
for privacy-respecting reputation systems. To the best of our knowledge,
all these systems suffer from the problem having a “final state”, that is a
system state in which users have no incentive any longer to behave hon-
estly, because they reached a maximum reputation or they can no longer
be rated. Thus the reputation is in fact no longer lively. We propose a
novel approach to address the problem of liveliness by the introduction
of negative ratings. We tie ratings to actual interactions to force users to
also deposit their negative ratings at the reputation server. Additionally
we enhance raters’ anonymity by limiting timing attacks through the use
of transferable-eCash-based payment systems.
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1 Introduction

Internet users find various opportunities to interact with each other. They sell
and buy various objects in electronic marketplaces such as eBay1, discuss topics
in numerous discussion fora, wikis and so on. When interacting with other users,
they want to know what to expect from these and based on this expectation
they have a certain amount of trust in the fulfillment of their expectations.

People usually build their trust on already existing relationships. On the
Internet users often use pseudonyms; thus, already known interaction partners
might appear as new. In order to support users in estimating what to expect
from an (apparently) new interaction partner, reputation systems have been
designed and established to collect the experiences of others, e.g. by Resnick et
al. [1]. Before interacting with others, users may investigate on the interaction
partner’s reputation profile. Thereby users and designers of reputation systems
assume implicitly that the users’ past behavior gives a strong indication about
their future behavior.

An overview of common reputation systems can be found in [2]2. From these,
eBay implements a popular reputation system. This system poses certain risks
for user privacy, as it allows to gather profiles of a user’s behavior, e.g., time and
frequency of participation in interactions, and user’s interest in specific products.

1 http://www.ebay.com/
2 Although this article is 10 years old the changes to reputation systems currently in

use are only marginal.



Even if users can act pseudonymously, they run the risk of re-identification, as
it typically happens for eBay partners during shipping and payment.

Reputation systems can be seen as databases that collect information about
who interacted with whom in which context. Thus, they are a promising target
for numerous data collectors. However, according to Bygrave [3], opinions about
a natural person can be seen as personal data, so that the respective person’s
right on informational self-determination should be applied. Therefore, explicit
reputation should only be accumulated about users who agreed on accumulation.
Furthermore, reputation information should be protected by means of technical
data protection, as outlined by Mahler and Olsen [4].

Hence, reputation systems that respect privacy are needed, while they still
enable users to investigate reputation profiles, which allow an estimation what
to expect from interaction partners. In Sect. 1.1 we outline solutions that take
this approach. Some of them make use of anonymous payment systems to reach
anonymity of raters. Related work on this area is outlined in Sect. 1.2. Abstract-
ing from this related work, in Sect. 2 we present a general model on how to
define and evaluate requirements focusing on privacy for reputation systems. By
means of this model existing privacy-respecting systems based on anonymous
payment systems are analyzed in Sect. 3. In Sect. 4.1 we describe our proposal
for a new privacy-respecting reputation system system and demonstrate its ad-
vantages over existing approaches. Finally in Sect. 4.2 we analyze our protocol
and conclude in Sect. 5.

1.1 Related Work on Privacy-respecting Reputation Systems

A central problem for privacy-respecting reputation systems is that they must
guarantee that users cannot abolish negative reputation. This can either be
reached by only allowing positive reputation, as proposed by Voss and An-
droulaki et al. [5,6], by making it difficult for the user to distinguish between
positive and negative ratings, as proposed in [7] by Steinbrecher, or by a trusted
third party. Thereby, this trusted third party can either be an external reputa-
tion provider, as proposed by Pingel et al. and Anwar et al. [8,9] or a trusted
platform module for the user, as proposed in [10,5] by Kinateder et al. and Voss.

Anonymity of the users involved is not as easy as just using anonymizing
services on the network layer. This approach reaches only anonymity for the
users requesting reputation of others, as suggested in [11] by Pavlov et al. for the
anonymized RING-Network. In order to obtain anonymity of raters and ratees,
it needs to be ensured that many users are indistinguishable by an attacker, so
that they are in large anonymity sets.

For anonymity of ratees, others should not be able to link previous interac-
tions to a current one. The possibility to recognize users by reputation is limited
if the set of possible reputations is limited as shown in [12] by Steinbrecher or
the reputation is only published as an estimated reputation as proposed by Del-
larocas [13]. The recognition of users by pseudonym can be avoided by using
transaction pseudonyms [14,6].



Anonymity of raters needs interactions and ratings related to these inter-
actions to be unlinkable. Again, this can be reached by a reputation provider
who might only calculate a new user reputation after he collected not only one
but several ratings [15] or who might only publish an estimation of the actual
reputation [13]. A rater can also be anonymous against the reputation provider
by using convertible credentials [12] or anonymous payment systems [6].

1.2 Related Work on Anonymous Payment Systems and One-show
Credentials

We base our system on Chaum’s eCash [16]. An electronic cash system aims at
emulating regular cash. Users withdraw coins from a bank to pay merchants,
that are special users, who offer a service. eCash is called transferable if a mer-
chant can use such a coin to pay another user without the help of the bank.
eCash provides anonymity properties. For our purposes, we assume a system
that provides perfect anonymity as presented by Gouget et al. [17], that is a
system where an adversary cannot link a spending to a withdrawal: he cannot
decide if two coins are spent by the same user, and he cannot decide whether he
already owned a coin or not. However, a user can see how old a coin is, i.e., how
often it has been spent. This can be seen as a weakness, but we will deploy this
property for our protocol.

Furthermore we use one-show credentials, as described, e.g., by Brands [18],
which are a primitive similar to electronic coins: they can be spent only once. The
main difference is that no account-keeping bank is needed. However, all one-show
credentials already shown need to be published in such a way that every user can
check their validity by executing the Deposit algorithm. For our application it
is important that these coins are published anonymously since otherwise traffic
analysis becomes too easy. Given an anonymous communication channel, the
reputation provider can also manage the lists of shown one-show credentials and
can support users by detecting double shows.

2 System Model

For our system environment shown in Figure 1, we assume a community sys-
tem allowing pseudonymous interactions between users. This might be, e.g.,
a marketplace such as eBay where every user might be a seller (provider) or
buyer (client). Let M be such a user offering interactions under the pseudonym
PM to other users. The community deploys a reputation system provided by a
reputation provider ReP . The reputation system collects positive and negative
experiences of users’ behavior during interactions. Thus we assume that only
interaction-derived reputation is aggregated by our system. If a user U becomes
interested in the interaction offered by PM , U inquires PM ’s reputation under
pseudonym PU1 . If U decides to take part in this interaction, U uses another
pseudonym PU2 to interact. Afterwards, U rates PM using a new pseudonym



PU3 . M can now include the rating PM got in the overall reputation account at
ReP .

The above described usage of pseudonyms is called transaction pseudonyms,
as defined by Pfitzmann et al. [19], since for every transaction a new and un-
linkable pseudonym is used. In the reminder of the paper we call transaction
pseudonyms just pseudonym, while long term pseudonyms are named by their
role (e.g. user, peer, merchant).
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Fig. 1. Model of system environment

2.1 Requirements

The requirements we propose for a privacy-respecting reputation system have
a significant overlap with the requirements for reputation systems derived in
[12,20].

Rating. After an interaction between two pseudonyms PM and PU2 , the reputa-
tion system provides PU2 with a rating function that allows him to rate PM , now
the so-called ratee. For the rating function the following requirements should be
fulfilled:

1. Integrity of ratings: Users want ratings to be preserved from manipulations.
2. Authorizability of ratings: Only users who interacted with a ratee are allowed

to rate him.
3. Anonymity of raters: Users want to rate anonymously to not necessarily allow

attackers to link this rating to an interaction. This means the pseudonym
PU2 that interacted with PM should not be linkable to the pseudonym PU3

that rates PM .



The reputation system updates M ’s global reputation aggregated from the re-
ceived ratings. The rating of a user’s behavior and the aggregation of his ratings
to a reputation value have to follow specific rules fixed by the system designer.
These rules typically depend on the application scenario and have to fulfill socio-
logical and economic requirements. We abstract here from the concrete functions
to allow a universal design interoperable with multiple application scenarios. An
overview of possible functions is for example given by Mui [21]. For an economic
introduction we refer to Dellarocas [22]. The following requirements should hold:

4. Fairness of reputation: Users want the aggregated reputation to consider all
interactions, which a user was involved in, in a fair way. Note that this does
not mean that a reputation function considers all ratings equally, but in a
fair way that allows to predict future behavior of the ratee. Technically this
is difficult to define/decide, but the function must not be limited technically,
hence it needs the full history of ratings. Especially, users should not be
able to manipulate the aggregated reputation in a way that it neglects or
emphasizes certain ratings.

5. Liveliness of reputation: Reputation should always consider all recent inter-
actions or give users an indication there are no more. Especially the repu-
tation system should not offer users the possibility to reach a final state in
which bad behavior no longer damages their reputation.

Showing Reputation. The aggregated reputation of the user M can be shown to
other users on request. Therefore, the following requirements apply:

6. Availability of reputation: As a functional requirement, inquirers need to
be able to access other users’ reputation; however the query process might
require the consent of the user whose reputation is queried.

7. Anonymity of enquirers: Users want to query reputation anonymously to
prevent others from building personal behavior profiles of their interests.

8. Unlinkability of ratees: Ratees do not want to be linked to their past inter-
actions, except that these contributed to their reputation, to prevent others
from building profiles about all their interactions and interaction partners.
This means that M wants to use different pseudonyms PM for different in-
teractions.

Example. We consider an eBay-like marketplace where products are advertised.
In such a marketplace, an interaction is a sale, which needs a seller to offer
it. However, these sellers act pseudonymously, but clients want to inform them-
selves about the trustworthiness of the sellers. Therefore they can query a seller’s
reputation using the contact pseudonym indicated on the advertisement.

Registration. Every user registers under a pseudonym with a reputation provider.
Because the user is able to terminate this registration the following requirement
should be fulfilled:



9. Absolute linkability of a user’s registration within a reputation system: To
prevent a user from leaving with a bad reputation and re-entering with a
neutral reputation, registration actions of the same user have to be absolutely
linkable. We want a user to register only once in the system and he should
not be able to get rid of his reputation once collected.

2.2 Attacker model

Availability of reputation (6) goes beyond the capabilities of cryptographic prim-
itives, since it depends on functioning communication lines and hardware. In this
paper we only consider it as far as protocols raise new problems, e.g., denial of
service attacks that become possible because of protocol requirements.

As described in [12], absolute linkability of a user’s registration within a
reputation system (9) can be achieved by an infrastructure such as a privacy-
enhancing identity management system [23].

For the remaining six requirements we distinguish two types of attackers,
namely, the privacy attacker and the security attacker.

Privacy attacker. As privacy attacks we subsume attacks on anonymity of raters
(3) and enquirers (7) as well as unlinkability of ratees (8). We assume that rep-
utation can be queried anonymously (e.g. by its publication on a website as it
is the case for eBay) and therefore we concentrate on anonymity of raters and
ratees. We assume that the privacy attacker cannot observe who is communicat-
ing with whom, that is, all users are communicating via an anonymity service.
Furthermore, the attacker might collude with the reputation provider, but can-
not cheat on the reputation values, that is, a honest but curious attacker. In
addition, the privacy attacker can only control a limited number of users so that
a sufficient large anonymity set (which contains the users not controlled by the
attacker) is preserved.

Security attacker. We see the security attacker as an attacker on the integrity
(1) and authorizability of ratings (2) and on the fairness (4) and liveliness of
reputation (5). We assume a global attacker who might observe all interactions
between the users and between users and reputation provider, but that cannot
control the reputation provider. We show in our analysis that an attacker that
controls all users in the system can only forge a reputation credential if the
attacker can break the underlying eCash system or forge the credential itself.

3 Analysis of Current Privacy-respecting Reputation
Protocols

In this section we present existing reputation systems that make use of anony-
mous payment systems in order to reach anonymity of raters (3). We analyze
the protocols with respect to the privacy and security attackers specified in Sect.
2.2.



For the protocols presented below, as well as for our approach presented in
Sect. 4, the property of coins of an anonymous payment system that they can be
spent anonymously but not twice is needed. This can be used to guarantee both
anonymity and authorizability of ratings. Please note that the usage of coins of an
anonymous payment system does not imply that reputation becomes a currency.
In order to guarantee anonymity on the network layer all communication is
assumed to be anonymous by the usage of an underlying anonymizing network
e.g. AN.ON [24] or Tor [25].

The reputation systems presented are applicable to arbitrary anonymous
interaction systems such as the communities in our model. Both require a trusted
third party, the so-called reputation provider ReP .

3.1 Bounded Above Reputation

In [26] Voss describes a protocol that requires an anonymous payment system
that allows personalizing coins on generation. These coins cannot be transferred
to another identity without sharing the whole secrets of this identity, but pos-
session of a coin can be proven without authentication. Coins are used both as
reputation and collateral coins. Collateral coins that a user received as guarantee
are ineligible for other transactions, but can be marked as invalid to lower the
spenders reputation in case of misbehavior.

Registration. When registering with the reputation provider ReP a user M
receives a pseudonym PM and a secret to prove possession of this pseudonym.
The reputation provider uses this pseudonym to personalize reputation and col-
lateral coins for PM . M withdraws a wallet with all his coins from ReP .

Showing Reputation and Interaction. Before an interaction, M gives some
of his reputation coins to his interaction partner U as collateral. U together
with ReP has to verify that the coins have not been used as collateral before.
Thereby M does not show his whole reputation but only a part of it necessary
as collateral and that might be damaged afterwards.

Rating. After an interaction, U hands over the collateral coins received on
beforehand to ReP . If U wants to give a bad rating, U asks ReP to invalidate a
number of the collateral coins. If U wants to give a good rating, U asks ReP to
create a number of extra coins for PM and hand it over to PM . ReP does this
only if U has not rated PM before.

Privacy and Security Analysis.

Privacy attacker. The reputation provider knows U and M at least pseudony-
mously and that they interact(ed) but does not know anything about the in-
teraction they took part in except the collateral and reputation coins they use.
Anonymity of the rater (3) against the ratee is only given within the set of users
the ratee interacted with in the same time frame. This set typically will be small
because every interaction needs collateral coins that cannot be used as repu-
tation coins anymore as long as the interaction has not been finished and the
corresponding rating has not been given. Anonymity of enquirers (7) can easily



be achieved by transaction pseudonyms for the interaction planned. Unlinkabil-
ity of ratees (8) is possible because the ratee shows in every interaction only the
part of his reputation needed as collateral. After the interaction these coins are
invalidated by the ReP and he possibly receives new coins as new reputation.

Security attacker. We assume the reputation provider to be trusted. Then, rat-
ings can only be given if the ratee agreed beforehand to interact with the rater,
because users will only hand over collateral coins to an interaction partner if they
want to take part in an interaction with him. Thereby authorisability of ratings
(2) is guaranteed. In this protocol it cannot be guaranteed whether the actual
interaction really took place or not. The protocol could be extended in a way
that both interaction partners hand over collateral coins to each other in a fair
exchange. This allows both interacting users to rate the other one afterwards.

The integrity of ratings (1) is not addressed in this protocol but should be
guaranteed by authentication systems between at least U and ReP . The fairness
of reputation (4) needs all interaction partners who received coins to contact the
reputation provider and initiate invalidation of the collateral coins. To prevent
certain raters from giving too many ratings to interaction partners, every user
is allowed to rate every pseudonym only once. This leads to the drawback that
the reputation of a user has an upper bound at the number of users using the
reputation system. After this maximum is reached liveliness of reputation (5) is
breached.

3.2 Monotonic Reputation

Androulaki et al. [6] describe a protocol that requires a trusted third party,
the reputation provider ReP , who keeps accounts of reputation coins for every
user. All coins are assumed to have the same non-negative value. A user U can
communicate using his publicly known identity, denoted as U , or he may use
a randomly chosen pseudonym PU . Figure 2 shows a flowchart of the protocol,
while the single phases are described in the paragraphs below.

Registration. Every user withdraws a wallet from ReP , which contains a num-
ber of reputation coins. Let (S, π) be one of these coins. Thereby S denotes the
serial number, while π denotes the cryptographic payload of the corresponding
payment system. The number of coins a user can withdraw per time unit is
limited to avoid inflation.

Rating. The User U , acting as PU , wants to rate user M , acting as PM ,
after an interaction. In order to do this, PU awards a reputation coin (S, π) to
PM . In order to dispose the received reputation coin, PM deposits it at ReP .
In exchange, PM gets a blinded permission blind(σ) from ReP . M unblinds this
permission and sends it back to ReP so that ReP can credit this coin to his
reputation account and update M ’s reputation.

Showing Reputation. In order to demonstrate his reputation, M requests a
credential from ReP . ReP aggregates the current reputation from the ratings3 of
3 As outlined above, the concrete design of a function for aggregation is out of scope

and needs to be chosen for a specific application.
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Fig. 2. The original protocol of Androulaki et al. as flowchart.

M . Then ReP issues the requested reputation credential containing M ’s current
reputation to M . Later on, M , as PM , can show this credential to any other
pseudonymously acting user PU .

Privacy and Security Analysis

Privacy attacker. With regards to privacy of the users, even the reputation
provider ReP should not get information about who interacted with whom.
However, ReP will always learn that a user was rated since it has to keep the
reputation accounts.

The rater’s anonymity (3) is based on the anonymity of coin spending and
thus remains anonymous among all possible raters.

The ratee’s unlinkability (8) is less protected. The problem is the step “de-
posit” (shown in Fig. 2), which consists of communication between ReP and
PM as well as ReP and M , and there is a dependency between both commu-
nications. So, the step “M sends σ to ReP” can only be performed by a M
that deposited a reputation coin at ReP as PM beforehand. As these steps will
usually be performed by M without a significant time delay, ReP can decrease
the set of pseudonyms that deposited a coin significantly by a timing attack. So,
the ratee is only anonymous among all ratees that dispose their coin at the same
time.

Furthermore, showing or querying a reputation might reveal personal infor-
mation about both peers. However anonymity of enquirers (7) can be protected
by transaction pseudonyms. The user who shows a reputation needs to be pro-
tected by the reputation system. It needs to ensure that repeated queries are
not linkable, i.e., an attacker cannot tell if two reputation values are from the
same user. Therefore, the reputation function must map only to a few reputation
categories in order to keep the anonymity sets as large as possible.



Security attacker. The integrity of ratings (1) should be guaranteed by an au-
thentication system between at least M and ReP .

Since the rater cannot give negative feedback, the reputation of the users will
never decrease. Furthermore, the number of reputation values is fixed and small.
Even if we do not specify a concrete reputation function here, this requirement
must be met in order to restrict identifiability of users by their reputation values,
see requirement (7). All users will finally have the best reputation value and will
keep it, thus the system reaches a final state and becomes useless, i.e., no user
has an incentive to behave fairly, which violates fairness (5) and liveliness of
reputation (4).

Also, a decay of the reputation would not solve the problem sufficiently, since
thereby inactive users are indistinguishable from misbehaving users and thus a
highly active user could gather a good reputation and then misbehave for a
while, but would appear as reputable as a user that was just inactive for a while.

Therefore negative feedback is needed. However, in the above protocol the
ratee cannot be forced to deposit received reputation coins, i.e., the ratee can de-
cide on his own whether he wants to deposit the received rating and of course the
ratee would not deposit a negative coin. Blinding the coin value would not solve
the problem either, since users usually know whether they misbehaved. However,
to the best of our knowledge there is no blindeable eCash protocol proposed. In
the next subsection we present a protocol that solves these problems.

4 Non-monotonic Reputation

A drawback of the reputation systems presented in Sect. 3 is that the liveliness
of reputation (5) cannot be guaranteed, because both systems suffer from an
explicit or de facto upper bound of reputation. If we allow negative ratings we
will have to guarantee that these ratings cannot be suppressed by the ratee.
As outlined in Sect. 1 a trusted third party can help to implement this. We
propose an external reputation provider, which is described in the reminder of
this section.

4.1 System Design

The reputation provider ReP keeps an interaction account and a reputation
account for every user. ReP thereby guarantees that every interaction is actually
rated, possibly also in a negative way, and considered for the user’s reputation.
We implement both accounts as accounts of an anonymous payment system
and the ratings and interactions both as coins. Thereby, negative coins can be
implemented by two instances of an anonymous payment protocol with a joint
account, where coins of the first system are counted as +1 and coins of the second
one as -1. For this, we use two instances of the protocol outlined in Sect. 3.2:

– Interaction counter: This instance is used to count the number of interactions
a user U was involved in and should be rated for.



– Reputation counter: The other instance aggregates the ratings received, both
positive and negative ones.

In the following paragraphs we outline the actual protocol. A flowchart of the
protocol is given in Fig. 3.

Registration. In order to initialize the reputation system, every user withdraws a
wallet from ReP , that contains n interaction coins (Si, πit) and reputation coins
(Si, πir+) for positive ratings and (Si, πir−) for negative ratings. The coins are
issued in triples with the same serial number Si and πit, πir+ and πir− are the
double-spending tacks and signatures with i = 1 . . . n.

Interaction. If user U wants to interact with an interaction partner M (whom U
knows as PM ) using a pseudonym PU , U starts the interaction by awarding an
interaction coin (S, πt) to PM . PM spends this coin to its registered pseudonym
M , which deposits this coin and requests a one-show credential from the reputa-
tion provider stating the fact that the number of coins in the interaction account
has been increased. PM shows this credential to PU . Now the actual interaction
can take place. Furthermore every party needs to check the age of the coin to
prevent undetectable double spending, as outlined in the analysis.

Rating. After an interaction, PU rates PM by awarding a reputation coin (S, πr+)
or (S, πr−). PM deposits (S, πr∗). During the deposit the reputation provider
checks whether the serial number of an earlier deposited interaction coin equals
the serial number of the reputation coin to avoid that M uses one of his own
coins to rate himself with a positive rating instead of the (possibly negative) one
received from PU . As for the transaction coins, the age of the rating coins needs
to be consistent.

Showing Reputation. If users want to show their reputation to someone, they
need to request a reputation credential from the reputation provider. The rep-
utation provider issues a reputation credential only if the interaction account
and the reputation account contain the same number of coins. The reputation
credential contains a time stamp to avoid that users can use old reputation cre-
dentials to show them to possible interaction partners while they misbehaved in
the meantime. The reputation provider can also play the role of a global time
provider in a very natural way by using the number of total (by every user)
deposited coins as global time. This gives also an estimation how much users
could cheat about their reputation, since the time difference between issuing the
credential and now is the maximum number of possibly negative coins a user
could have received in between.

However, highly active users might always have some open interactions and
would never be able to show their reputation, hence the requirement of equal coin
numbers in both accounts needs to be softer. That could be done by accepting
a maximal number of missing coins or by filling up all missing coins by negative
ratings; which solution is practical depends on the actual application.
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Batching. The protocol presented above might still raise timing issues. In order
to minimize this problem, we propose to batch all user activities in rounds of
three phases. In every round users get wallets with n coin triples and a sufficient
amount of credentials about their reputation level, which they achieved in the
round before. After that, users find their at most n interaction partners (using
the credentials) and spend on them an interaction coin. In a second phase the
interaction partners deposit their interaction coins and the actual interaction
takes place. After the interaction the users spend on their interaction partner
a reputation coin with the intended value. In the third phase all interaction
partners deposit their reputation coins. In the following section we discuss the
expected size of the anonymity sets of this protocol.

4.2 Privacy and Security Analysis

Availability. In the protocol presented in Sect. 4.1 the user might not give the
reputation coin to the interaction partner. This blocks the ratee since the reputa-
tion provider does not issue new credentials if interaction counter and reputation
counter do not contain the same number of coins. However simultaneous rating
might solve the problem.

Security Attacker. The interaction registration phase depends on the security of
the transferable eCash system: even if all users collude a double spending can
be proven and traced back to its origin. The user U , who starts the interaction,
cannot forge the interaction coin without revealing his registered user name U ,
since the dispose algorithm would recognize this double spending. The user M ,
however, might transfer the coin multiple times from PM to M . In this case the
deposit algorithm will return a proof that PM double-spent the coin, where PM

is a non-registered pseudonym. However, since the number of hops for a coin
is known, only a pseudonym controlled by M can double spent. Since M needs



to reveal its identity to the reputation provider it can get its deserved punish-
ment in case of double spending. The argumentation for the rating is similar.
These properties ensure the security properties integrity (1) and authorisability
of ratings (2) as well as fairness of reputation (4).

Privacy Attacker. Anonymity of the inquirer (7) can be guaranteed by inquir-
ing with a one-time pseudonym or publication of PM ’s reputation. The rater’s
anonymity (3) against the reputation provider is perfectly preserved by the
anonymous payment system: the rater is anonymous among all the users who
withdrew interaction and reputation coins during this round. The unlinkability
of the ratee (8) M cannot be guaranteed because the disposal of the interac-
tion coin before the interaction and the reputation coin after the interaction
are in principle linkable to M . This is not a problem as long as it is assumed
that ReP cannot observe any peer to peer traffic. Batching allows to relax this
condition. Assume that ReP can observe which peers communicate, then ReP
could link a PU with its corresponding U if there is only one user who deposits
a coin at this time. If it is assumed that many users deposit their coins at the
same time, these users would be anonymous among each other. Batching allows
concentrating these steps. Furthermore, batching helps to protect naive users
from outside attackers who re-query the reputation of their interaction partners,
since in every round the reputation of a user stays constant. However, batching
is the more effective the longer the rounds are, but the longer a round is the
longer a malicious node stays unpunished. The right trade-off between security
and privacy depends on the application and is out of the scope of this work.

5 Conclusion

We have analyzed reputation protocols based on anonymous payment systems
to enable anonymity of raters. We pointed out weaknesses of these protocols in
terms of liveliness and anonymity. We have proposed a lively system, which binds
ratings to interactions and we deploy transferable-eCash-based payment systems
to limit timing attacks. An analysis of the security and privacy requirements is
given in comparison to the existing systems.

The aim was to protect the link between interaction pseudonym PM and
registered user name M . Since PM never communicates with the reputation
provider and the anonymous payment system is assumed to be anonymous the
reputation provider cannot link M and PM unless PM double-spent a coin.

The more interactions take place in one round the larger the anonymity set is.
However, since the reputation of a user is fixed per round a user can misbehave
within a round without being punished directly. Hence, the duration of a round
is a trade-off between user anonymity and security. How to find this balance
depends on the actual system and is out of the scope of this paper.

Finally in Table 1 we compare our system with the existing systems presented
in Sect. 3.

Although the results of the analysis of our system are already quite promising
for actual deployment future research is needed on denial of service prevention



Bounded above
reputation [26]

Monotonic repu-
tation [6]

Non-monotonic
reputation (this
work)

1 Integrity of ratings yes yes yes

2 Authorizability of ratings yes no yes

3 Anonymity of raters yes yes yes

4 Fairness of reputation no no yes

5 Liveliness of reputation no, upper bound no, de facto upper
bound by only-
positive ratings

yes, negative rat-
ings possible

7 Anonymity of ratees yes yes, but timing is-
sues

yes, less timing is-
sues

Table 1. Comparison of reputation protocols

and on the privacy problems caused by traffic analysis. Furthermore, the problem
of self rating needs to be solved.
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